How IHSA and our member industries are helping to address and change
the way we think about mental health in the workplace.
According to the Mental Health Commission of Canada
(MHCC), 70 per cent of Canadian employees are
concerned about mental health and safety at their
workplace—and 14 per cent don’t think their workplace
is healthy or safe at all.

key people.” Zelasko referenced Electrical Utility Safety
Rule 104 as an example of what has been done in the
industry: “Workers shall inform their supervisor of any
mental, physical, personal or other limitations that may
reduce their ability to work safely.”

Although issues surrounding mental health in the
workplace have become especially important during
the pandemic, some industries had already been
contemplating strategies to tackle this issue before the
pandemic began.

Janet Tsao, Manager of Health and Safety Field Support
at Hydro One, is leading the group. She says the goal
of the group is to provide a direction for the industry
as a whole. “We hope to continue with promotion,
prevention, and guidance on mental health in the
Utility industry. We also hope to have our proposed
recommendations accepted,” she says.

Electrical and utilities focusing on change

The Provincial Labour-Management Safety Committee
(PLMSC), also known as Electrical and Utilities Section
21 Committee, creates a list of industry health and safety
priorities each year, with working groups then focusing
on making changes in that area. The Electrical and
Utilities Section 21 Committee established such a group
to focus on mental health.
Dave Zelasko is one of the Co-Chairs of the PLMSC,
as well as the Power Workers’ Union health and safety
rep at Toronto Hydro. Zelasko has been working with
a group of others (including Dave Romanowicz, Janet
Tsao, Dominic Murdaca, Jeff West, and IHSA’s Scott
Laing) to look at what programs are available and what
other groups are doing to assist companies in building
mental health resources within organizations.
“There is still a dominant stigma in the electrical and
utilities trades” says Zelasko. “Part of the effort to
embrace the need for mental health support in the
workplace is using tools and providing resources to
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The group’s work will continue throughout the year and
they hope to have their efforts finalized and agreed
upon by the PLMSC so that next steps can move toward
actions.

Construction firm uses company-wide
open approach

Modern Niagara Group Inc. has been looking at ways
to integrate mental health training, tools, and resources
into its health and safety program since 2018.
Elias Makhoul is Health, Safety, and Research Excellence
Specialist at Modern Niagara. He also trains fellow
employees in Mental Health First Aid. Mental Health
First Aid, according to the MHCC, is the help provided
to a person developing a mental health problem,
experiencing the worsening of an existing mental health
problem, or in a mental health crisis. Makhoul says he
trains people each week at Modern Niagara and about
five per cent of the organization is now trained in
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Mental Health First Aid, with the intent to hit around 10
per cent. “We have to be ready to make change,” says
Makhoul.
Modern Niagara has made changes. Over the past few
years the company has incorporated mental health
toolkits, lunch and learns, safety talks, and podcast
episodes into their safety resource pool. Makhoul says
they are trying to understand how physical health
translates to mental health via injury, and how resources
are needed for the type of work someone does.
“There are specific nuances related to the construction
industry,” he says, mentioning the stigma related to even
speaking about personal mental health concerns as well
as general questions surrounding mental health issues.
The company is looking at the National Standard of
Canada for Psychological Health and Safety in the
Workplace and how it can be tailored to the specific
needs of the construction industry.
“People are starting to get more secure in their mental
health and management is seeing that progression,” he
says.

Janet Tsao, Manager of Health and
Safety Field Support at Hydro One

IHSA connecting with member industries
to address mental health

While IHSA has long advocated the need for a better
understanding of mental health issues in the workplace,
until recently we relied upon the subject matter experts
within the health and safety system for tools and
resources.
Now IHSA has brought in Kathy Martin, a new staff
member in the Stakeholder and Public Relations
Department, to support IHSA both internally and in the
field to promote individual well-being in the workplace.
Martin will be conducting an environmental scan and
providing recommendations on IHSA’s future direction
on addressing mental health issues.
IHSA has also started creating different mental health
resources, particularly for the transportation industry.
These include two safety talks (Mental Health and
Wellness—Professional Truck Drivers and Mental Health
and Wellness—Dispatcher/Supervisor) as well as an
article, (Mental health risks, stigma, and improving
support in the trucking industry).
IHSA also promoted several driver fatigue articles and
resources with some focus on mental fatigue earlier in
the year through social media and advertorials in several
trade publications. This is just the beginning of IHSA’s
efforts to connect with member industries.
While each IHSA member industry requires specific
needs due to the varying nature of the work, mental
health issues need to be addressed in all industries
by creating environments for open discussion, with
available tools based on recognized documentation and
standards. This will become an important part of what
IHSA does going forward.

Mental health resources for trucking
industry
Safety talk: Mental health and wellness—Professional
truck drivers ihsa.ca/pdfs/safety_talks/mental-healthtruck-drivers.pdf
Safety talk: Mental health and wellness—Dispatcher/
Supervisor ihsa.ca/pdfs/safety_talks/mental-healthdispatcher-supervisor.pdf
Topic page: Mental health risks and stigma in the
trucking industry ihsa.ca/Topics-Hazards/Mental-healthrisks-and-stigma-in-the-trucking-ind

Elias Makhoul, Health, Safety, and Research
Excellence Specialist at Modern Niagara

Modern Niagara team
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